Ananth Prasad  
Aprasad@ftba.com  
(850) 942-1404 ext. 4

Comments: (4-26-19, Internal)  
This is another one of those items where the cost is hidden on a Standard Plan sheet (or old Index).  
Spacing is shown in 705-3 so why shouldn’t payment be allowed on a per each basis regardless where they are installed? Furthermore, it is odd that FDOT pays for it everywhere but on new barriers.

Response: (Response from State Specifications Office) I spoke with Derwood. He confirmed that barrier delineators have been included in the cost of the concrete wall since 1973. Specification 705 was revised in 2014 to clarify the requirement. This Spec revision adds a direct payment for delineators when we repair or replace them on existing walls. I understand contractors’ frustration when we bury substantive costs in other items but, it seems like this is a case where the cost of delineator is inconsequential to the cost of newly constructed walls. I am available to discuss further at your convenience. Thank you.